


Imagine an environment free from the stresses in life: a world so amazingly blissful 

that in sixty minutes you create a space to relax fully and actualize a better version 

of yourself. Welcome to the world of floatation therapy where a thousand pounds 

of Epsom salt and two hundred gallons of water, heated to skin temperature, form 

an environment free from gravity. Your journey begins as you open the door to your 

float tank and lay inside. The high concentration of Epsom salt allows you to float 

effortlessly. Whether it’s a float room or a float pod, you are free to customize your 

own experience. Choose to leave the light and music on, and keep the door open, 

and sit back and enjoy the benefits of anti-gravity. Or you may choose to close the 

door, turn off the music and the lights to create an environment where the outside 

world is not allowed to intrude. Whichever path you choose, prepare for an 

incredible experience.

• Total Relaxation

• Stress Relief

• Sleep Regluation

• Enhanced Creativity

• Accelerate Learning

• Overall Well Being

• Muscle Recovery

• Heightened Senses

• Improved Reaction Time

• Reduction In Pain

• Muscle Tissue Regeneration

• Boosted Immunity

Floating Explained

Floating Benefits



Gravity Float and Wellness 

Located in Kelowna, British  
Columbia Gravity designed 
and built a world class float 
center and cryo wellness 
spa. The clean white design 
is strikingly beautiful and 
features accent lighting 
throughout the float rooms 

and the center.

gravityfloatwellness.com

Pentaheal Clinic

Pentaheal is a world class clinic located in Seoul, 
South Korea that provides a wide range of health 
and wellness services to its VIP clientele. 
The addition of the Quest Float Suite has greatly 
enhanced their offering to the public.

pentaheal.com

Float Center Omaha

The remote filtration 
setup at Float Center 
Omaha allows them to 
maximize maintenance 
and reduce sound in the
float rooms.

floatcenter.com Pause Float Studio 

Based in Los Angeles, Pause 
is the pinnacle of design and 
luxury for float centers in the US. 
With both pods and suites they 
have an option for everyone`s 
prefrences.

pausefloatstudio.com

HÄLSA Spa 

In the Kitsilano neighborhood 
of Vancouver, Halsa sets the 
bar for quality and design for 

float centers.

halsa.ca

Capitol Floats 

The first premiere float center in 
Sacramento offering 4 spacious float 
rooms , Capitol Floats has a vision—
turn off your distractions and tune in 
to yourself to recognize your potential 
and make an impact.

capitolfloats.com

Float Tank
Locations

Vitality Float Spa

The mission of Vitality is to provide quality restorative 
services that nurture physical, emotional, and spiritual 
health. Located in the heart of  Richmond, Virginia, it is an 
oasis, an escape from the demands and strain of every day 
city life.

vitalityfloatspa.com



Step Into The Superior Experience
Where innovation and design create the new standard in floatation



SPECIFICATIONS
Interior
Length : 85” (2159)

Width : 55” (1397)

Exterior
Length : 106” (2692)

Width : 67” (1701)

Height : 56.5” (1435)

DESIGN CULMINATION
For the last four years, The Evolution Float Pod has led the way towards creating 
the standard for the optimal float tank; carving a path where innovation meets 
automation. With nearly one hundred float centers currently showcasing this 
unit, thousands of floaters now base their expectations of the float experience 
on this sleek design. With an added rear ventilation gap and a seamless exterior, 
you can feel confident knowing humidity and cleanliness won’t be a challenge 
for you or your clients. Yeah, it’s true. You could say it’s been tested time and 
time again…that way you don’t have to.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Unity Float Control

Micron Filtration System

Multi-color LED lighting  

Dual Skimmers

Stereo Transducer Speakers 

Dual In-Tank Heaters



SPECIFICATIONS
Interior:
Length: 104” (2641)

Width: 57” (1447)

Exterior:
Length: 108” (2743)

Width: 66” (1676)

Height: 50” (1270)

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
Unity Float Controller
Micron Filtration System
Multi-color LED lighting 

Largest Float Space
The Revolution Float Orb was designed with the largest interior float space to 

accommodate the tallest athletes comfortably. At an 8’8” interior float length, the 

Orb is even longer than commercial float rooms. Designed from the ground up, 

the Orb has a low step-in threshold and larger side opening lid for easier entry 

and exit of the orb and the unique design allows for simple installation, fitting 

through smaller doors and openings. If you’re looking for the ultimate in float 

tank luxury look no further than the Revolution Float Orb.

Stereo Transducer Speakers 
Insulated Tub
Dual In-Tank Heaters



CUSTOM INSTALLED OPEN 
FLOAT QUEST SUITE   

Custom sizes and options avaliable

THE QUEST FLOAT EXPERIENCE
Fully insulated from head to toe, the superior 
design provides stable water temperature and 
silent floats. With the added protection of the 
Unity Controller’s heating system, you can feel 
assured that even during the longest of floats, 
the temperature is sustained. The extra space, 
paired with the S.M.A.R.T ventilation system, 
allow for more pre-heated oxygen to pass 
through the cabin; giving you peace of mind
that humidity won’t be an issue.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Standard QFS  
 
Interior
Length : 94” (2438)
Width : 52“ (1372)
Height : 88” (2286)

Exterior
Length : 100” (2540)
Width : 57” (1448)
Height : 90” (2286)

DESIGN VERSATILITY
Whether you are looking to create a custom finished masterpiece or want 
a freestanding float design, the Quest Float Suite has you covered. It has 
been meticulously designed to give you the option of building it into a 
wall or it can be covered with our exterior fiberglass cladding system. It’s 
unique panel system allows for the flexibility of removing any one or all 
of the pieces to create the open float room of your dreams. Want to float 
two people at a time? We have you covered. It’s available in two sizes; the 
single and the deluxe.

Door
Width : 32.5” (825)
Height : 55.5” (1410) 

Standard Equipment: 

Unity Float Controller
Micron Fliltration System
Multi-color LED lighting
Stereo Transducer Speakers
1.5” Integrated Insulation
Quad In-Tank Heaters

Deluxe QFS

Interior
Length:94” (2438)
Width:78” (1981)
Height:88” (2286)

Exterior
Length : 100” (2540)
Width : 57” (1448
Height : 90” (2286)



UNITY SOUND SYSTEM
Preloaded Music Library

Auxilery Input

Custom Intro and Exit Tracks

In-Tank Volume Control

UNITY LIGHTING SYSTEM
Unlimited Color Selection

Fade and Breathe Transition Effects

Exit and Button Dimming Control

Delay and Transition Timing Control

UNITY CLIMATE CONTROL
In-Tank Air Temperature Control

In-Tank Humidity Control

UNITY CONTROL SOFTWARE
The Unity control system is the number one float tank automation system designed 

to eliminate human error from both the operator and user through its simple 

interface and one button session start feature. Unity is the complete package to 

customize unique float experiences from start to finish, automating every process 

along the way.

DOWNLOAD THE SOFTWARE AT
http://superiorfloattanks.com/software-downloads



MICRON FILTRATION SYSTEM
The Micron Filtration System is the best of the best when it comes to water purification 
and is the result of years of testing and development in treating the saline float tank 
water. The system uses a unique and versatile design that allows the use of either 
micron bag or cartridge style filter for any water condition. At the heart of the system 
is an industrial magnet pump upgraded with a quiet motor that will ensure years of 
non-stop performance. The Del Ozone Solar Eclipse sanitizes the water with its dual UV 
bulbs and six Corona Ozone generators after each use. The compact design allows for 
both in-room and remote installation for easy access and maintenance.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions
Standard
Length : 32” (813)
Width : 26” (660)
Height : 41” (1041)

Slimline:
Length : 48” (1219)
Width : 12” (304)
Height : 41” (1041)

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
1 Micron Bag / Cartridge Filter
DEL UV / Ozone Solar Eclipse (NSF)
Industrial Strength Magnetic Pump
Anti-Vibration Feet
Safety Flow Switch
All Titanium Heater
FIberglass Cover
Filter Change Indicator
Modular Connection System

OPTIONAL UPGRADE EQUIPMENT                                                                 
Flo-Vis Flow Meter Kit (NSF)
Auto-Dosing Pump 
(H2O2/Chlorine/NSF)

FIBEROPTIC CEILING
All Superior Float Tanks now come 
with the option of having fiber 
optic star ceilings installed at the 
factory to enhance your floatation 
experience. Lay back and relax to 
the shimmering colors of the night 
sky during your float.

IN-TANK INTERCOM
Any Superior Float Tank can be 

upgraded with an in-talk intercom.



Everything else you need to know when you buy a floatation system from 
Superior Float Tanks

DESIGN : INSTALLATION : SETUP : SUPPORT : OPERATION

FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION

SIMPLE...
Experience - Seven years ago, we were in your same exact shoes, taking the 

plunge into opening a commercial float tank center. With no information out 

there, and nowhere to go, we were flying blind. You could say we learned from 

our mistakes; a lot of them. Fast forward to seven years later, we’ve helped 

develop and design over 100 centers. We’ve tried and tested everything over the 

years, so we’re taking all the guess work out of the equation for you. To explain it 

simply, we’re here to help you in whatever way you need; even if you need 

someone to hold your hand the whole way.

Planning - It’s not rocket science by any means, but the planning of your 

center is going to need attention to detail and a very clear idea of what you want 

from your float tank. You are taking your vision and bringing it to life.  We stand 

ready to help make sure each step you take allows for the smoothest journey 

possible. Our design and planning services are all done free of charge. That’s 

right! We will be connected with your entire team from the planning stages and 

on through to build out to ensure your experience is a pleasant one and the 

result is exactly as you envisioned.

Assurance - We’re here to ensure you are having the optimal experience.  

We’ll assist you with the installation, but our responsibility to you just begins 

there. Our tech support team will always be there to assist you, but we strive to 

enhance your experience beyond that. Your feedback is extremely important to 

us. Our industry is always evolving and we look to our customers’ thoughts and 

recommendations to help us in product development by our engineering team. 

In addition, all of these future enhancements will be made available to you on 

your existing equipment… even five years from now.

WHY CHOOSE OUR SERVICES?



SUPERIOR FLOAT TANKS
www.superiorfloattanks.com

431 West 25th Street   
Norfolk, VA 23517

Email: contact@superiorfloattanks.com

Phone: 757-966-6350


